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MPs’ suspension: Opposition leaders meet RS chairman,
demand revocation; Naidu says MPs should express regret

Simmi Kaur Babbar

New Delhi, July 27: Leaders of many
opposition parties met Rajya Sabha chair-
man M Venkaiah Naidu on Wednesday and
demanded the suspension of 20 MPs be
revoked, but Naidu made it clear that it can
happen only after the MPs express regret
over their "misconduct". Sources said 10
leaders of opposition parties met Naidu in
his Chamber and raised the issue and their
demand for a discussion on price rise.
Stating that the number of suspended mem-
bers was on the higher side, they suggest-
ed that the action may be revoked so as to
have good attendance in the House. They
also suggested that a specific date may be
indicated on which the issue of price rise
could be discussed.  Some leaders felt that
unconditional revocation of suspension
would be appropriate, the sources said.
Minister of Parliamentary Affairs Pralhad
Joshi, Leader of the House Piyush Goyal
and MoS (Parliamentary Affairs)
Muraleedharan also joined the meeting.
Sources said the issue of price rise is likely

to be discussed in Rajya Sabha early next
week. A broad understanding in this regard
arrived this morning in the meetings of

chairman Naidu with the leaders of
Opposition and the ministers concerned,
they said. The ministers recalled that the

government had expressed its readiness in
the House for such a discussion once
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman

recovers from Covid. They further
informed that since Sitharaman returned to
office, price rise can be scheduled for dis-

cussion any day and the date in both the
Houses of Parliament will be finalised in
consultation with the Lok Sabha Speaker.
Some Opposition leaders suggested that
the discussion can be scheduled soon after
the revocation of the suspension of mem-
bers or after the suspension period which is
till the end of this week. While some lead-
ers of Opposition said that any minister
could have replied to the discussion earlier
on price rise, some others felt that the
finance minister is the most appropriate to
do so given the issues involved. On the
issue of suspension of members, Naidu
urged the Opposition leaders to understand
the agony that the presiding officer would
go through before naming the erring mem-
bers. Sources said that Naidu categorically
told the leaders that revocation of suspen-
sion could be considered if only the erring
members realise the gravity of their mis-
conduct in the House and express regret.
He further said that such naming and sus-
pensions are resorted to as a last resort to
uphold the prestige and dignity of the
House, they said.

Plan to give Rs 2500/acre cash incentive to Punjab
farmers for not burning stubble, says Kejriwal

Naresh Malhotra
New Delhi July 27: Delhi Chief Minister

Arvind Kejriwal on Wednesday said the
Punjab government has sent a proposal to
the Commission for Air Quality
Management (CAQM) to give cash incen-
tive to farmers in the border state for not
burning stubble. The proposal says Rs
2,500 per acre should be given to farmers in
Punjab to wean them away from stubble
burning, the chief minister said after inau-
gurating charging stations for electric vehi-
cles here. "The Punjab government has
sent a proposal to the CAQM to give cash
incentives to farmers in the state for not
burning stubble. The proposal says that
Delhi and Punjab should give Rs 500 each
and the Centre should provide Rs 1,500.
The Delhi government will do whatever is
needed to curb air pollution," he said.
Monday reported that the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) governments in Punjab and
Delhi plan to provide cash incentive to
farmers in the border state for not burning
stubble and have requested the Centre to
share the cost. Paddy straw burning in

Punjab and Haryana is a major reason
behind the alarming spike in air pollution

levels in the national capital in October and
November. Farmers set their fields on fire
to quickly clear off the crop residue before
cultivating wheat and potato. Punjab gener-

ates around 20 million tons of paddy straw
annually. "Delhi will share the cost since

smoke from farm fires impact air quality in
the national capital," a Punjab government
official had said. He had said the Punjab
and Delhi governments will implement the

scheme even if the Centre doesn't agree.
Under a Centre-sponsored scheme, farm
machinery is provided to farmers at a sub-
sidised rate for in-situ management of the
stubble. Farmers say a cash incentive can
help them cover the cost of fuel used in
operating the machinery. This is not the
first time Punjab will give cash incentives to
farmers for not burning stubble. The gov-
ernments of Punjab and Haryana had
announced a bonus of Rs 2,500 an acre for
small and marginal farmers in 2019 too, fol-
lowing the Supreme Court's suggestion to
incentivise farmers to stop farm fires.
However, a paucity of funds stalled the
scheme and only a few thousand farmers
could avail the benefit. The Punjab govern-
ment had even requested the Centre for
financial assistance but to no avail. The erst-
while Environment Pollution (Prevention
and Control) Authority had told the apex
court that incentive should not be given to
stop people from doing something bad.
Farmers can be incentivised in different
ways by giving free machinery or buying
stubble from them. 

There exists 'ED terror' in country,
PMLA 'weaponised': Congress

Nashir Husain

New Delhi, July 27: On a day when
Sonia Gandhi is set to appear before the
Enforcement Directorate for the third
time, the Congress on Wednesday
claimed that there existed an “ED ter-
ror” in the country, as the government
had “weaponised” the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act. Addressing a
joint press conference at the AICC head-
quarters here with member G-23 leaders
Ghulam Nabi Azad and Anand Sharma,
Rajasthan Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot
said, “There exists an ED terror in the
country. The government is misusing
the agency to dislodge elected govern-
ments, as we saw in Maharashtra recent-
ly.” Anand Sharma on his part said, “The
PMLA has been weaponised. Weapons
are with the Army and society is run by
the rule of law.”   Raising the issue of sus-
pension of several MPs from both the
Houses of Parliament, Gehlot recalled
how when the UPA was in power, on sev-

eral occasions BJP members stalled the
proceedings, “but never was such a
harsh step taken”. Countering the BJP
allegations that the opposition is not
interested in discussion in Parliament,
Gehlot said, “The members, who were
demanding discussion on price rise, hike
in GST, rising unemployment and issue
of Agniveer, have been suspended from
the Houses.” Noting that he had not
been keeping well and so was not able to
participate in the dharna, Azad said he
might not have anything new to say, as

most of his party colleagues had already
said that in the last one month. Azad,
however, said it was beyond his compre-
hension that when all the papers related
to the case are already with the ED then
“what is the point in questioning Soniaji,
who is old and ailing”. He said, “They
would only have technical questions.”
He also wondered as to why the ED re-
opened the case when once it had decid-
ed to close it. “When the ED had already
questioned Rahulji then what is the need
to call Soniaji,” he said.

Supreme Court upholds validity of PMLA provisions
that give wider power of arrest, seizure

Sanjay Kumar

New Delhi, July 27: The Supreme Court
on Wednesday upheld the validity of several
key provisions of the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act which gives the
Enforcement Directorate wider powers of
arrest, seizure and makes it difficult to obtain
bail. A three-judge Bench led by Justice AM
Khanwilkar, however, left the question of
enactment of an amendment in 2019 to the
PMLA Act as Money Bill to be decided by a
larger bench of seven judges before whom
the question was already pending. The ver-
dict came on 242 petitions, including those
by Anil Deshmukh, Karti Chidambaram and
Mehbooba Mufti, challenging the stringent
provisions of the PMLA. The PMLA provi-
sions held to be valid are: Section 3 (defini-
tion of money-laundering), Section 5 (attach-
ment of property), Section 8(4) (taking pos-
session of attached property), Section 17
(search and seizure), Section 18 (search of
persons), Section 19 (powers of arrest),
Section 24 (reverse burden of proof), Section

44 (offences triable by Special Court),

Section 45 (cognizable and non-bailable
offences and twin conditions for bail). The
Bench -- which also included Justice Dinesh
Maheshwari and Justice CT Ravikumar --

said supply of Enforcement Case

Information Report (ECIR) under PMLA
proceedings is not mandatory as it's an inter-
nal document that can't be equated with an
FIR.

Indian Navy receives 5.62 lakh
applications under Agnipath

scheme till Wednesday
New Delhi, July 27: The Indian Navy has received

5.62 lakh applications under the Agnipath military
recruitment scheme till Wednesday, the defence min-
istry said. The Indian Navy had on July 2 begun the
recruitment process under the scheme. “Registration
Update: A total of 5,62,818 aspirants have
registered...as of 9 AM on July 27,” a Defence Ministry
spokesperson tweeted while talking about the Navy’s
recruitment process. Under the Agnipath scheme,
youths between the ages of 17-and-a-half and 21 years
would be inducted for a four-year tenure, while 25 per
cent of them will be subsequently inducted for regular
service. The scheme was unveiled on June 14, follow-
ing which there were violent protests against it in sev-
eral states for nearly a week and several opposition par-
ties demanded its rollback. The government had on
June 16 increased the upper age limit for recruitment
under the scheme to 23 years from 21 for the year
2022, and subsequently announced a slew of placatory
steps like a preference for Agniveers in central para-
military forces and defence public sector undertakings
upon their retirement.

Government extends Rs 1.64 
lakh crore lifeline to BSNL
New Delhi, July 27: The government on

Wednesday approved a Rs 1.64 lakh crore revival pack-
age for BSNL, comprising of converting dues into equi-
ty, financial support and allocation of spectrum in a bid
to turn around the loss-making telecom PSU. Also,
Bharat Broadband Network Ltd (BBNL) - the firm that
created a fibre network called BharatNet - will be
merged with BSNL to boost its infrastructure and sup-
port telephony services, Telecom and IT Minister
Ashwini Vaishnaw told a news conference here. “The
first boost to it came from the 2019 revival package that
made BSNL a stable entity and post that, it has made
operating profits. With today’s revival package of Rs
1,64,156 crore, BSNL will become a viable entity,” he
said. The revival measures focus on fresh capital for
upgrading services, allocating spectrum, de-stressing
its balance sheet and augmenting its fibre network by
BBNL with BSNL, he said, adding the package has a
cash component of Rs 43,964 crore and a non-cash
component of Rs 1.2 lakh crore spread over four years.
“Previous package of Rs 74,000 crore in 2019 gave a
good lifeline to BSNL. As a direct result, that began
generating operating profit (Rs 1,000 crore). Now to
make it a viable company, the financial restructuring
has to be done,” he said. “Today’s decision will help
make BSNL sustainable.” With BSNL rapidly losing
market share to private rivals, the state firm would
have gone into a deep sink if government support was
not provided to upgrade technology and services to
match the competition. The Union Cabinet headed by
Prime Minister approved an allocation of 900/1800
MHz band spectrum worth Rs 44,993 crore to support
4G services to BSNL, which has skipped participation
in recent auctions of airwaves.

38 TMC MLAs in touch
with BJP, claims Mithun

Chakraborty
Kolkata, July 27: Actor-turned-politician Mithun

Chakraborty, who had joined the BJP ahead of the
West Bengal Assembly polls last year, on Wednesday
claimed that 38 TMC MLAs are in touch with the saf-
fron camp.  “At least 38 TMC MLAs are in touch with
the BJP. Out of them, 21 are personally in touch with
me. When I was in Mumbai, I read in newspapers one
fine morning that the Shiv Sena and the BJP have
formed the government in Maharashtra,” he said while
addressing a press conference here. The TMC, while
reacting to his allegations, said the famed actor is "try-
ing to fool the people by making false claims".
Chakraborty said the BJP is in power in 18 states, and
the party's flag will "fly high in a few other states very
soon".  “The BJP will not stop its fight in West Bengal.
If free and fair polls are held in the state today, the
party will form the next government,” he said.  “Such
statements are an attempt to fool the masses. It has no
relation with reality,” TMC MP Santanu Sen said. The
TMC has 216 MLAs in the 294-member West Bengal
Assembly. The opposition BJP has 75 legislators.
However, five saffron party MLAs have joined the rul-
ing party without resigning as legislators.

Rahul Gandhi slams PM Modi
over detention, suspension of

MPs; poses 10 questions
New Delhi, July 27: In a scathing attack on

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi on Wednesday accused him of run-
ning a “dictatorship” where the MPs are “arrested”
and “suspended” for asking people’s questions to
the “king”. Gandhi’s remarks came after the sus-
pension of 24 opposition MPs in Lok Sabha and
Rajya Sabha for disrupting proceedings in
Parliament and the detention of Congress leaders
who were protesting on streets against the ques-
tioning of party chief Sonia Gandhi in the National
Herald case and the alleged “misuse of agencies”.
In a Facebook post in Hindi, Gandhi said he is put-
ting out the 10 questions that had to be asked of
the “king”. He flagged concerns over issues like
unemployment, the Agnipath scheme, high fuel
prices, border intrusions, the promise of Minimum
Support Price (MSP), farmers’ income, and the
falling value of the Rupee among others. “In the
Monsoon session, we wanted to discuss the issues
of the people with the prime minister. There were
many questions of the people that the prime minis-
ter and his government had to answer. “But look at
his dictatorship, the prime minister got so angry
on being asked questions that he got 57 MPs
arrested and 23 suspended,” Gandhi said. Twenty
MPs in Rajya Sabha and four in Lok Sabha were
suspended following continuous protests by oppo-
sition parties for an immediate discussion on
issues of price rise and GST levy on rice, flour,
curd and other daily use items. 

20 suspended Rajya Sabha
MPs begin relay protest in

Parliament; Opposition parties
to arrange food, other needs
New Delhi, July 27: Twenty suspended

Rajya Sabha members Wednesday started a
50-hour relay protest inside the Parliament
complex, with sources saying the
Opposition declined the Chairman’s offer
that they express regret over their mem-
bers’ behaviour in the House to get the sus-
pension revoked. The MPs are holding the
protest near the Gandhi statue and will stay
at the site through night, said Trinamool
Congress’ Dola Sen, who is one of the sus-
pended. The 20 MPs, suspended over
Monday and Tuesday, include seven from
the TMC, six from the DMK, three from the
Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS), two from
the Communist Party of India (Marxist) and
one each from the Communist Party of India
(CPI) and the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP). The
Nationalist Congress Party and the
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha who have no
members suspended will also join the
protests, sources said. “Question: What
were Opposition MPs demanding Answer: A
discussion on #PriceRise #GST hurting mil-
lions of people Action : Dictatorial @naren-
dramodi govt suspends 24 MPs from
#Parliament Next few days 24x 7 dharna at
Gandhi statue.

Maharashtra CM Shinde
greets Uddhav Thackeray on
his birthday; avoids refer-

ence as Shiv Sena president
Mumbai, July 27: Maharashtra Chief

Minister Eknath Shinde on Wednesday
greeted his predecessor Uddhav Thackeray
on the latter’s 62nd birthday. The CM in his
message refrained from referring to
Thackeray as the Shiv Sena president. Last
month, Shinde had along with 39 other Shiv
Sena MLAs and 10 Independents revolted
against the party leadership, leading to the
collapse of the Thackeray-led Maha Vikas
Aghadi government. On Wednesday, Shinde
tweeted: “Greetings to former chief minister
Uddhav Thackeray on his birthday. I pray
for his healthy and long life.” Recently, 12
out of the 19 Shiv Sena Lok Sabha members
also extended support to the Shinde camp.
Shinde recently formed a national executive
of his faction, claiming it to be the real Shiv
Sena. The Thackeray-led Sena and the
Shinde group are locked in a legal battle
over pleas seeking disqualification of 16
rebel legislators and also over claim for the
party’s symbol with the Election
Commission of India.

Jailed Kashmiri separatist leader Yasin Malik hospitalised in Delhi
New Delhi, July 27: Kashmiri separatist leader Yasin Malik, who was on a hunger

strike in Tihar Jail here, has been admitted to the RML hospital following a fluctua-
tion in his blood pressure, sources said on Wednesday. Malik has submitted a letter
to the doctors at the medical facility, saying he did not want to be treated, according
to sources. Malik, 56, the head of the banned Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front
(JKLF), began his indefinite hunger strike on Friday morning after the Centre did not
respond to his plea that he be allowed to physically appear in a Jammu court hearing
the Rubaiya Sayeed abduction case, in which he is an accused. The separatist leader,
who was kept in solitary confinement in a high-risk cell in Tihar's prison number
seven, was shifted to the prison's Medical Investigation room where he was being
given IV fluids. The JKLF chief is serving a life sentence in a terror-funding case. 
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Section 144 imposed in Karnataka's Puttur
after protest erupts over BJP worker's murder

Bengaluru. Section 144 was imposed in the Puttur area and
security was tightened as protests erupted after a BJP Yuva
Morcha worker, Praveen Nettaru, was hacked to death with
lethal weapons by unidentified people on a bike in Karnataka’s
Dakshina Kannada district late on Tuesday evening. Security
forces were deployed in Bellare village of the Dakshina Kannada
district in the wake of this incident. Additional police forces have
also been dispatched from Mangalore and Udupi to ensure law
and order. Karnataka Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai on
Wednesday assured that the culprits involved in the ''heinous act''
will be arrested soon and be punished as per law. Meanwhile, five
special police teams have been formed to nab the accused. “Five
special police teams have been formed to trace the accused. Out
of the five, three teams have been sent to Kerala and Madikeri
and Hassan in Karnataka respectively,” District Superintendent of
Police Rushikesh Sonanay informed India Today. Karnataka
Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai expressed grief over the killing
of the BJP youth worker and assured that the accused would be
arrested and punished soon. Taking to Twitter, Bommai said, "I
condemn the barbaric killing of party activist Praveen Nettaru
from Sullia, Dakshina Kannada.
The perpetrators of such a heinous
act will be arrested soon and pun-
ished under the law. May Praveen's
soul rest in peace.” Police said that
they were still looking for evidence.
“Only in the media have we seen
information on the Kerala bike
number plate. We haven’t found any
evidence. It is too soon to attribute
anything. We have tightened securi-
ty along the borders. All angles are
being probed. 

PUBLIC NOTICE
It is informed to the general public
that Ranveer Singh S/o Shri

Ramsaran  resident of Village-
Bahadurpur, Faridabad,
Haryana, who is missing since
1989.  Whose police report num-
ber DD No. 14 is registered on
17-6-22 in police station Tigaon,
Faridabad , Haryana. If any per-
son has any information or objec-
tion about the above person, then
it should be objections in the con-
cerned office within 30 days.

Shiv Gaur (Advocate)
Office Address-CH. NO-643, 

Faridabad District Court, Haryana

PUBLIC NOTICE
To be Known to all that I (Name of
the Purchaser) Parul Jain D/o
Saroj Gupta R/o C-3/83, Keshav
Puram, Delhi-35 has applied for
conversion of the aforesaid Flat
No. C-3/83 situated in Keshav
Puram, Delhi-35 from lease hold
to free hold in DDA. The original
documents i.e Dimand Letter &
Site Possession Letter in issued
by DDA having File No. F-26(74)
72 H.B of the above flat have
been lost. An FIR to this effect has
been lodged in Police Station
Crime Branch Delhi.  Any person
(S) Claiming any right, interest,
having any objection or found in
possession of original documents
may write contact with above
named person at above address
within 15 days from the date of
publication of this notice. The per-
son claiming any right, interest,
objections with respect to this
property can personally inform or
write to Dy. Director (LAB) H or
Director (H)-1, D-Block, 3rd Floor,
Vikas Sadan, INA, New Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, hitherto known as AMAR PREET
SINGH Alias AMARPREET
SINGH CHADHA S/O AMAR-
JEETSINGH CHADHAR/O M-3,
S/F, RAJOURI GARDEN,
TAGORE GARDEN, DELHI-
110027 have changed my name
and shall hereafter be known as
AMARPREETSINGH CHADHA.

NAME CHANGE
I, Shailendra Pratap S/o
Surendra Pratap Singh R/O
C-88  Part 5,  3 floor,  Karan
vihar,  kirari,  Suleman Nagar
Delhi -110086 have changed
my name from Shailendra
Pratap to shailendra pratap
singh for all future purpose.

NAME CHANGE
I, JC-572032F SUB VIJAY
SINGH BOHRA S/O RAM
SINGH BOHRA R/O VILL-
JAYRA, PO-FUNGAR, TEH-
CHAMPAWAT, DISTT-CHAM-
PAWAT, UTTARAKHAND-
262523, have changed my minor
daughter’s name from HIMAN-
SHEE to HIMANSHEE BOHRA
for all future purposes.

NAME CHANGE
I, Sharma Sunny Shivkumar
s/o Shivkumar Sharma R/o
143F, Pocket-4, Mayur
Vihar-1, East Delhi-110091,
have changed my name to
Sunny Sharma permanently

NAME CHANGE
I Vijay Sah s/o Ashrafi Sah
r/o B-2/487, J.J Colony,
Raghubir Nagar, New Delhi
- 27 have changed my name
to Vijay Kumar Sah for all
purposes.

NAME CHANGE
I, SANDHYA W/o SUMIT
SAMANIYA residing at B-
15/9A GALI NO-9 GARMI
EXTN GARHI MENDU DELHI-
110053 have changed my
name to SANDHYA KUMARI
for all future purpose.

NAME CHANGE
I, SARVINDER KAUR W/O
RAVINDER SINGH R/O WZ-
283/34, GALI NO-1, WEST
BLOCK VISHNU GARDEN,
TILAK NAGAR, WEST
DELHI, DELHI-110018 have
changed the name of my
minor son SEHAJ MATH-
ARU aged 13 years and he
shall hereafter be known as
SEHAJ SINGH.

NAME CHANGE
I, Mohammad Mustaqeem
S/o Inayat Elahi Residing at
2622, 2 nd Floor Gali Asaf
Ali, Kucha Chellan, Darya
Ganj, New Delhi-110002,
Have changed my Name
from Mohd Mustaqim to
Mohammad Mustaqeem for
All future Purposes.

NAME CHANGE
I, ABDUL MUHEET BHATT
S/o GHULAM MOHMMAD
BHAT residing at D-133/11
GALI NO-11 ZAKIR NAGAR
JAMIA NAGAR DELHI-110025
have changed my name to
ABDULMUHEETBHAT for all
future purpose.

NAME CHANGE
I, Chandan s/o Ram Chandra
Tiwari R/o Kushbaira, Kitiyawan,
Amethi-227405, Uttar Pradesh,
have changed my to Chandan
Tiwari permanently

NAME CHANGE
I SHAHEEN PRAVEEN W/O
MOHAMMAD SHAKEEL
ANSARI R/O H.N0-R-207/A3RD
FLOOR JOGA BAI EXTN.SIR
SYYED ROAD, JAMIA NAGAR
OKHLA DELHI-110025 HAVE
CHANGE MY NAME TO SHA-
HEEN PARVEEN FOR ALL
PURPOSE.

NAME CHANGE
I SHAKEEL ANSARI S/O
MOHD BASHEER ANSARI R/O
H.N0-R-207/A 3RD FLOOR
JOGA BAI EXTN.SIR SYYED
ROAD, JAMIA NAGAR OKHLA
DELHI-110025 HAVE CHANGE
MY NAME TO MOHAMMAD
SHAKEEL ANSARI FOR ALL
PURPOSE

NAME CHANGE
I, SAHILA SUNIL BABHALE
S/O SUNIL ABHINANDAN
BABHALE R/O 5/402, EAST-
END APARTMENT, MAYUR
VIHAR, PHASE -1 EXTEN-
SION, NEW DELHI -110096
HAVE CHANGE MY NAME
FROM SAHILA SUNIL BAB-
HALE TO SAHILA SHARMA
FOR ALLFUTURE PURPOSE.

NAME CHANGE
I NAVED ANSARI S/O MOHAM-
MAD SHAKEEL ANSARI R/O
H.N0-R-207/A 3RD FLOOR
JOGA BAI EXTN.SIR SYYED
ROAD, JAMIA NAGAR OKHLA
DELHI-110025 HAVE CHANGE
MY NAME TO MOHAMMAD
NAVED ANSARI FOR ALL
PURPOSE.
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FILM 8

Actress Varrier 
Looks Drop-Dead Gorgeous 

in Her Glamorous Avatar

Priya Prakash 

riya Prakash Varrier is one of the most 
recognised celebrities on social media. The 22-
year-old is fondly known as the ‘wink girl’. P

Priya became one of the biggest Internet sensations 
after her minute-long clip from the Malayalam 
movie Oru Adaar Love became viral on social 
media in 2018.

In the clip, Priya can be seen as a schoolgirl who 
winks in response to the playful advances of her 
classmate. In the last few years, Priya has emerged 
as one of the most beloved actresses in the South 
film industry.

Priya has an impressive presence on social media and 
often shares breathtaking pictures of herself on 
Instagram. Recently, Priya’s latest Instagram post 
has set the Internet ablaze. In the post, Priya can be 
seen posing for the cameras on a beautiful crop top.

Priya’s post has been flooded with comments from 
her fans. Several fans have dropped heart emojis in 
the comment box and professed their love for the 
stunning actress. Priya knows how to amp up the 
oomph factor with her fashion game and leave her 
fans star-struck. In addition to her gorgeous looks, 
the young actress is famous for her bold sartorial 
choices.

Priya is a true fashionista and is known for making 
heads turn with her looks. In this post, Priya has 
stunned in a regal lehenga.

After Oru Adaar Love, Priya starred in two Telugu 
films, Check and Ishq. After working in Malayalam 
and Telugu cinema, Priya ventured into the 
Kannada film industry with the film Vishnu Priya.

Now, Priya is all set to feature in a Hindi film. Priya 
will star in Prashanth Mampilly’s Sridevi 
Bungalow. The film is expected to release this year 
and is currently in the post-production stage.

Tejasswi Prakash Looks 
Hotness Overloaded In Latest 

Pics; Fans Wait For Karan 
Kundrra's Comment

ejasswi Prakash never fails to impress us all 
with her jaw-dropping pictures. The actress’ 
social media handle is a treat for her fans T

wherein she often shares gorgeous pictures. On 
Tuesday too, the Naagin 6 fame took to her 
Instagram handle and shared a series of pictures in 
which she was seen donning an all-black leather 
look. Tejasswi wore black leather crop-top and 
paired it with matching pants. She opted for a 
denim jacket to complete her look. It should also be 
noted that Tejasswi kept her look sans accessories 
and applied minimal make-up.

“You’re one microscopic cog in his catastrophic 
plan…Designed and directed by his red right 
hand," she wrote in the caption.

Needless to say, the pictures have left Tejasswi 
Prakash’s fans completely impressed. The 
comment section of her post is flooded with fire 
and heart emojis. While one of the fans wrote, “I 
can’t off my eyes from you", another person called 
her ‘Gorgeous and beautiful’. Among others, one 
of the social media user also wondered why Karan 
Kundrra has not commented on Tejasswi’s pictures 
yet. “Waiting for karan sir comment," the comment 
read.

Meanwhile, Tejasswi often make headlines for her 
romantic relationship with hewr beau Karan 
Kundrra. Recently, Bigg Boss 15 winner opened up 
her first date with Karan Kundrra and revealed that 
it was impromptu. “It was the first time we were out 
for dinner. Just the two of us. The night was a lot 
more about conversation, about a lot of things that 
he didn’t know about me, I didn’t know about him. 
That was a very special night, it was a very, very 
special night,” she told Pinkvilla.

etika Sharma is currently in the headlines for her denim. She kept her wavey traces open as she posed for the 
upcoming movie Ranga Ranga Vaibhavanga. camera. Sharing the photo the actress wrote, “ Find your 
Meanwhile, the actress shared a photo on social fire.” The post was flooded with comments and garnered K

media that set the internet on fire. In the pictures, she is 207,444 likes.
looking drop-dead gorgeous in a black shimmery dress. She On the work front, Ketika is popular for her Dubmash videos. 
opted for a no makeup look with a red shade and paired the The actress works in Telugu films. She made her acting 
outfit with simple silver hoop earrings. debut in Tollywood through Puri Jagan’s production banner 

She is also seen sitting in a restaurant while posing for the movie Romantic and even before her debut film hit the big 
camera. Sharing the photos Ketika wrote, “Candles and screen, she bagged a movie with Naga Shourya’s Lakshya. 
evenings.” Seeing this, netizens started commenting. One Romantic was a Telugu language romantic film directed by 
of them wrote, “Stunning”, while another said, “Of Course I Anil Paduri. The movie featured Akash Puri and Ramaya 
am dead”. And many of them also showered red heart Krishna in pivotal roles.
emojis in the comment section. Overall the post received But soon Ketika will be seen on screen in the upcoming movie 
113,416 likes on Instagram. Ranga Ranga Vaibhavanga, written and directed by 

This is not the first time the actress has surprised her fans. On Gireesaaya. The movie also stars Vaishnav Tej Naveen 
July 7, Ketik shared another set of pictures. In the photos, Chandra and Mohammad Ali. It will hit the theatres on 
she is seen in a sleeves grey crop top which she paired with September 2.

he makers of Badlapur (2015), Stree (2018) and Mimi (2021), 
Maddock Films headlined by producer Dinesh Vijan, are all set to Tbring a power-packed story to the silver screen. Titled Pooja Meri 

Jaan, it marks actors Huma Qureshi and Mrunal Thakur’s first 
collaboration together. Earlier today, the makers revealed that the unit 
has already wrapped up the shoot of the film with an interesting 
announcement video, which has piqued the curiosity of the 
audience.

In the video filled with thrilling intrigue, we see a “not so innocent” 
proposal dedicated to the titular character, Pooja, where an admirer 
gives her the choice to either say yes, or see him become history. 
The mail reads, “Dear Pooja, agar tum haan bol do toh humara 
pyaar itihaas ban jayega aur agar tumne naa bola toh main itihaas 
ban jaunga!” What Pooja does next forms the rest of the story.

Taking to social media, Thakur shared the video and wrote, 
“ANNOUNCEMENT ALERT It’s a wrap on #PoojaMeriJaan! A 
film that is very important and extremely close to my heart, I 
hope you guys love it as much as we loved making it.”

Qureshi, who will celebrate her birthday on July 28, wrote that this 
announcement made her birthday week even more special. She 
posted, “Andddd Birthday week just got better ?? 
#PoojaMeriJaan! It’s a film wrap !!! Been shooting for this one all 
this while … and been super excited!! This one is a veryyyy 
important film & I am extremely proud to be associated with it. 
Can’t wait for you to see it!”

The film also features Vikram Singh Chauhan and Vijay 
Raaz, who will be essaying key roles. Pooja Meri Jaan 
has been directed by Navjot Gulati, co-directed by 
Vipasha Arvind and written by Kanishka and Navjot 
Gulati.?

With female-led films ruling the roost, it will be 
interesting to see what the duo of Qureshi and 
Thakur brings to the table. Apart from Pooja 
Meri Jaan, Qureshi has yet another 
women-oriented film titled Double XL 
in her kitty, co-starring Sonakshi Sinha. 
Her upcoming line-up also includes 
Monica O My Darling and Tarla Dalal. 
Thakur, on the other hand, is awaiting 
the release of her debut Telugu film, 
Sita Ramam, co-starring Dulquer 
Salmaan and Rashmika Mandanna. 
She will also be seen playing the 
central role in films like Pippa, 
Gumraah and Aankh Micholi.

 Looks Hot In a Black Shimmery 
Dress, Fans Drop Heart Emojis

 Collaborate for Pooja Meri 

Jaan, Actors Call It 'An 

Important Film'

Mrunal 

Thakur 
Mrunal 
Thakur 

Ketika Sharma

Huma Qureshi
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news by next month, media reports New Delhi: As lakhs of central 
have said.The AICP Index, crucial government employees are waiting for 
factor in determining the DA, for the an update on hike in Dearness 
month of May points at the probability Allowance, the government has made 
of increase in the DA of the central a big announcement on promotions of 
government. Government may bring in secretariat level employees. A few 
some more good news for the days after granting mass promotion to 
employees in the month of July. Now, over 8,000 government employees 
if latest media reports are to be belonging to three key secretariat 
believed, Dearness Allowance  of the services, the Department of Personnel into their demands sympathetically 
employees could by hiked by 4 & Training is now ready with the next and hurdles, if any, in granting 
percent. This means the total DA could lot of officers to be promoted in the promotions will be resolved.Singh said 
reach upo 38 percentIt may be recalled next two to three week. henceforth all future promotions will 
that the Union Cabinet had on March Union Minister  J i tendra Singh get streamlined as all legal hurdles 
30 hiked Dearness Allowance (DA) announced it while meeting a were sorted out in granting promotions 
and Dearness Relief (DR) by 3 per cent delegation of the Central Secretariat to 8,089 employees -- 4,734 are from 
to 34 per cent to compensate for the Official Language Service Group-A Central Secretariat Service (CSS), 
price rise, benefitting over 1.16 crore officers on Tuesday. He has also 2,966 from Central Secretariat 
central government employees and assured the delegation that their Stenographers' Service (CSSS) and 
pensioners.The additional installment promotion cases will also be expedited 389 from Central Secretariat Clerical 
is effective from January 1, 2022. The as per rule, as there is a mandatory Service (CSCS).Lakhs of central 
increase is in accordance with the provision of training of officers government employees who are 
accepted formula, which is based on ranging from one year to 18 months waiting with a baited breath for 
the recommendations of the 7th before the promotions, reported PTI. announcement on hike in Dearness 
Central Pay Commission.He told the delegation that he will look Allowance (DA) may hear the good 

NEWS BOX

Income Tax Return filing date is nearing 
and you shouldn't wait. Here’s why

7th Pay Commission: Good news for central employees 
ahead of DA hike, government makes BIG announcement

Billionaires Index, down almost 11 per New York  The Walton family fortune fell 
cent since the first of the year.Walmart $11.4 billion on Tuesday after Walmart 
wasn’t the only retailer to see its shares Inc. slashed its earnings outlook for the 
tumble. Canadian e-commerce firm second time this year.Shares of the 
Shopify Inc. fell 14 per cent Tuesday after Bentonville, Arkansas-based retailer, 
Chief Executive Officer Tobi Lutke which is controlled by the family, tumbled 
acknowledged the company’s decision to 7.6 per cent in New York trading after it 
expand rapidly coming out of the Covid-said adjusted earnings per share will 
19 pandemic didn’t pay off. As a result, decline as much as 13 per cent this year 
the firm said it planned to cut about 10 per with US shoppers reining in spending on 
cent of its workforce.big-ticket items amid soaring consumer 

prices. Two months ago, the company Tuesday’s decline shaved $383 million 
said earnings per share would only dip from Lutke’s net worth, dropping the 41-
about 1 per cent, while in February, it had year-old co-founder’s fortune to about 
predicted a modest increase. The family’s $3.1 billion, according to the Bloomberg 
late patriarch, Sam Walton, built the index. Ottawa-based Shopify’s shares 
business around a discount culture that have plunged 77 per cent this year.The 
has in the past helped buoy its stock Walton family, which owns its Walmart 
during recessionary times. In revising its stake through various trusts, has stepped 
outlook, Walmart cited the cost of up its stock sales in recent years. They 
reducing merchandise stockpiles that unloaded $6.2 billion in shares last year, 
customers were increasingly reluctant to which the company has said is part of a 
buy as inflation hits a four-decade strategy to keep the family’s stake under 
high.Walton’s three surviving children, 50 per cent amid buybacks.
Alice, Jim and Rob, daughter-in-law Those sales, along with outside investments 
Christy and Christy’s son, Lukas, own just in US stocks and low-cost exchange-

Walton agreed to buy the NFL’s Denver approval from the National Football under half of the retailer. That gives them traded funds, has armed them with ample 
Broncos for a record $4.65 billion. The League’s finance committee and league a combined net worth of about $199.3 funds for acquisitions. A group led by Rob 
deal, announced in June, still needs ownership.billion, according to the Bloomberg 

Walton family loses $11.4 bn after 
Walmart slashes earnings outlook

New Delhi: People thought the beyond July 31 can attract 
routine now is that dates will interest on the tax due, as per 
be extended. So they were a Section 234A of the Income Tax 
little slow in filling the returns Act of 1961.
initially, but now on a daily How much fine will you pay?
basis, we are getting between The ITR can still be filed by 
15 lakhs to 18 lakh returns. December 31, 2022, but you will 
This will slightly go up to 25 have to pay a late fee of Rs 5,000 
lakh to 30 lakh returns,” if your income is above Rs 5 lakh 
Revenue Secretary Tarun per annum and Rs 1,000 if you 
Bajaj told PTI. earn less than Rs 5 lakh.How 

As per Bajaj, over 2.3 crore much interest will be levied?
income tax returns were filed An interest of 1 per cent is 
by July 20 for fiscal 2021-22 applicable on the outstanding not need to get their accounts audited is 
and the numbers are picking up. Last amount if you don’t pay tax till July 31, July 31 of the subsequent financial 
time, (2020-21), about 5.89 crore ITRs 2022. This is irrespective of whether year.What happens if you miss the 
were filed by the extended due date of the tax amount was filed wrong or not.deadline?
December 31, 2021. So, retrospectively from July 31, the Fine! It is the last week of July, which 

What is the last date of filing ITR? taxpayer will have to deposit the means only a few days are left for filing 
The last date for filing the income tax outstanding tax along with the interest. our ITRs for the financial year 2021-

returns is July 31 and it is not going to Also, if the outstanding tax is paid on 22. And as per the Income Tax Rules, 
be extended this fiscal. As per I-T or after the 5th of any month, the failing to file the income tax return by 
rules, the deadline for filing ITRs in a interest for the full month will have to the deadline may result in a Rs 10,000 
fiscal by individual taxpayers who do be paid.fine and other penalties. Any delay 

5G spectrum auction enters Day 2: Jio 
may be lead bidder in fifth round

downloading full-length high-quality New Delhi  With better than expected Rs Vodafone Idea Ltd has likely bid for Rs 
video or movie to a mobile device in a 1.45 lakh crore bids coming in on the first 18,400 crore for spectrum, while Adani 
matter of seconds (even in crowded day, the auction of 5G spectrum entered Data Networks should have picked 
areas), 5G would enable solutions such as the second day on Wednesday with the 26GHz spectrum pan-India, it said.
e-health, connected vehicles, more opening of the fifth round.Firms run by "It appears Adani has bought 26GHz 
immersive augmented reality and tycoons Mukesh Ambani, Sunil Bharti spectrum in 20 circles (except in Delhi 
metaverse experiences, life-saving use Mittal and Gautam Adani as well as and Kolkata), and its total spectrum 
cases, and advanced mobile cloud Vodafone Idea are participating in the e- purchase could be 3350MHz for Rs 900 
gaming among others.The government auction to buy fifth-generation (5G) crore."Our estimate is provisional data 
expects to allocate the spectrum in record airwaves.The government received does not reflect the entire purchase by 
time and 5G services are expected to be confirmed spectrum bids worth Rs 1.45 Adani. We believe it should have 
rolled out by September.Credit Suisse lakh crore after the completion of four purchased 200MHz spectrum in all largely at reserve prices," Credit Suisse 
said the 5G handset ecosystem was still rounds of spectrum bidding on the circles except Gujarat where it would said.According to the end-of-day bidding 
nascent with penetration of 5-7 per cent of opening day on Tuesday. have bought 400MHz," ICICI Securities activity results, there were bids for 
total smartphones of about 60 crores. Analysts said Ambani's Reliance Jio may be added.Nomura said at the current overall 10MHz spectrum (2 blocks) on a pan-
"Apart from low penetration, price points the most aggressive of those in the bid value, the government could garner India basis in the 700MHz band.
for 5G handsets also need to come down - race.Though details of the bids are not Rs 13,000 crore in upfront payments in This, Credit Suisse said, could have been by 
minimum price for a 5G smartphone is Rs announced as yet, ICICI Securities said its the current fiscal and a similar amount Jio. "Jio's high earnest money deposit of 
11,000 compared to Rs 6,500-7,000 for a analysis shows that Jio has likely bid for annually over the next 19 years. Rs 14,000 crore gives it adequate 
decent 4G smartphone."On the issue of the highest spectrum worth Rs 80,100 Bids on the opening day were largely across eligibility points to bid for the 700MHz 
pricing for consumers, ICICI Securities crore, and likely opted for 10MHz 5G spectrum bands of 3.3GHz, 26GHz spectrum."The 5G spectrum offers ultra-
said the spectrum spent by market leaders spectrum in the premium 700MHz band. and 700MHz apart from 1800MHz and high speeds (about 10 times faster than 
Jio and Airtel are significantly higher than Bharti Airtel may have bid for spectrum 2100 MHz spectrum bands as well. There 4G), lag-free connectivity, and can enable 
expected, and this would require the worth Rs 45,000 crore, spending 20 per has also been some selective bidding in billions of connected devices to share data 
industry to grow faster in order to justify cent more than expected, possibly in 900MHz and 2500MHz spectrum bands. in real-time.In addition to powering ultra-
such large investments.1800MHz and 2100MHz bands. "The bidding activity across bands has been low latency connections, which allow 

New Delhi: Microsoft has reported its slowest revenue 
growth since 2020 but strong future guidance lifted its 
stock up 5 percent in extended trading after revealing 
numbers for the quarter that ended June 30. The 
company reported $51.9 billion in revenue -- up 12 
percent (year-on-year) with $16.7 billion in net income 
that was up 2 percent."We see real opportunity to help 
every customer in every industry use digital 
technology to overcome today's challenges and emerge 
stronger," said Satya Nadella, chairman and chief 
executive officer of Microsoft late on Tuesday.

"No company is better positioned than Microsoft to help 
organisations deliver on their digital imperative -- so 
they can do more with less," Nadella added. Revenue in 
Intelligent Cloud was $20.9 billion and increased 20 
percent. The company reported $14.4 billion in 
revenue in the 'More Personal Computing' 
verticalHowever, Xbox content and services revenue 
decreased 6 percent. The sales of its Surface laptops 
increased 10 percent while LinkedIn revenue increased 
26 percent."In a dynamic environment, we saw strong 
demand, took a share, and increased customer 
commitment to our cloud platform. Commercial 
bookings grew 25 percent and Microsoft Cloud 
revenue was $25 billion, up 28 percent year over year," 
said Amy Hood, executive vice president, and 
CFO."As we begin a new fiscal year, we remain 
committed to balancing operational discipline with 
continued investments in key strategic areas to drive 
future growth," Hood addedThe company said that the 
extended production shutdowns in China and a 
deteriorating PC market in June contributed to a 
negative impact on Windows OEM revenue of over 
$300 million.

"Reductions in advertising spend contributed to a 
negative impact on LinkedIn as well as Search and 
news advertising revenue of over $100 million," it 
informed. Microsoft expected $49.25 billion to $50.25 
billion in fiscal first-quarter revenue.

Microsoft stock up 5% 
despite missing revenue 
estimates

Bank holidays August 2022: Banks to 
be closed for up to 19 days in August; 

check out important dates before 
visiting branch

New Delhi: The month of August has several 
holidays --some being observed nation-wide 
while some local festivities being celebrated 
across the country. Several bank branches will 
remain closed in various states owing to these 
festivities. Before visiting your bank branch in 
the month of April, you must note down the list of 
important days during which banks will remain 
closed.

The Reserve Bank o India (RBI) has mentioned 
some days when the banking operations will 
remain closed in the month of August 2022, 
although online banking activities will continue 
to work.Banks will remain closed for total 18 
days in the month of August -- 13  as per the 
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) holiday calendar list 
and the remaining days are that of weekends. 
However, you must note that the banks will NOT 

be closed for 19 days in all states or regions. This 
is the total number of days when banks in 
different parts of the country will remain closed 
for state-observed holidays. For example bank 
branches might be closed for Gangtok in Sikkim 
but not closed for the same in other states.

Reserve Bank of India places its Holidays under 
three brackets --Holiday under Negotiable 
Instruments Act; Holiday under Negotiable 
Instruments Act and Real Time Gross Settlement 
Holiday; and Banks’ Closing of Accounts. 
However, it must be noted that the bank holidays 
vary in various states as well not observed by all 
the banking companies. Banking holidays also 
depend on the festivals being observed in specific 
states or notification of specific occasions in 
those states.Here is an elaborate list of bank 
holidays falling in the month of August 2022. 
Check out the list.Apart from the above bank 
holidays, the second and fourth Saturdays, 
Sundays of the month are falling on the following 
dates:

San Francisco  Meta has introduced a new monetisation 
tool, Music Revenue Sharing, that allows creators to 
use licensed music from popular artists in their 
Facebook videos and earn a share of in-stream ad 
revenue.

The company said creators must be eligible for in-stream 
ads in their content to access the tool. They will receive 
a 20 per cent revenue share on eligible videos, with a 

separate share going to music rights holders and Meta.
"We are introducing Music Revenue Sharing on 

Facebook, making it easier for creators to monetise 
their videos that use licensed music from popular and 
emerging artists like Post Malone, Tove Lo, Grupo La 
Cambia, Leah Kate, Bicep and more," the company 
said in a blogpost.

"This gives both creators and music rights holders a new 
way to earn money from videos on Facebook," it 
added.Meta claimed that this feature is the first of its 
kind within the music industry -- no other platform 
offers creators this type of revenue model at this scale.

Music Revenue Sharing is powered by Rights Manager, 
a video, audio and image-matching tool the company 
developed to help content owners protect their rights 
and manage their content at scale.

The tool is now rolling out to video creators globally. 
Eligible videos will monetise with in-stream ads 
delivered in the US to start, and the company said it 
will expand the tool to the rest of the world in the 
coming months.

Meta brings new 
monetisation tool for 
Facebook creators

Amazon hikes Prime 
subscription in UK, Europe by 
up to 43%
London Amazon: Tech giant, Amazon is set to raise its 

Prime subscription prices by up to a whopping 43 per 
cent in the UK and Europe from September this year -- 
first such increase in the UK since 2014.

In an email to customers blaming "increased inflation 
and operating costs" for the hike, the e-commerce giant 
said that its annual Prime subscription will jump 20 per 
cent in the UK from 79 pounds to 95 pounds from 
September 15, reports The Verge.

Whether Amazon Prime will increase the subscription in 

India is yet to be seen, a country where it has over 22 
million users and the company is rolling out a major 
redesign for Prime Video.

In France, the subscription has been hiked by 43 per cent 
from 49 euros per year to 69.90 euros. Amazon will 
also hike prices in Spain and Italy by 39 percent 
annually while Germany will see an annual 30 per cent 
rise.Recently, the company hiked Prime costs in the US 
to $139 per year, up from the previous $119. Amazon 
Prime includes fast shipping, access to sales, and free 
movie/TV streaming in most markets.
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'New Delhi Former World Champion Nico 
Rosberg was impressed by Mercedes's 
double podium at the French Grand Prix and 
said that no one could have foreseen such a 
result at the Circuit Paul Ricard.After a not 
so impressive performance in the qualifying 
session last Saturday, Lewis Hamilton and 
George Russell ensured that Silver Arrows 
finished second and third in the race, just 
behind Max Verstappen. one could have foreseen the result.“What an consistent there and even closed the gap a 

Hamilton, in particular, has rebounded well incredible comeback for Mercedes after the little bit.However, the former World 
from his initial struggles in the season and slap in the face in qualifying, no one could Champion believes that qualifying is still 
has finished on the podium consecutively in have foreseen a double podium and also with hurting Mercedes and said that they need to 
the past four races. Russell is also one of the the pace that they showed. improve their outings in qualifying to go 
most consistent drivers on the grid this year. back to the top of the pile.“They were close to the pace of the Ferraris 

Speaking to Sky Sports F1, Rosberg admitted and the Red Bulls, especially if you look at “It seems that maybe it’s that qualifying pace, 
that he was pleasantly surprised by his the first stint. Lewis dropped about six which is that big, big issue which they need 
former team's performance in France as no seconds early on and then was pretty to get on top of.

season."With Juve it was not a financial 
problem. We had a deal to sign in 
October, then the club asked us to wait 
and in March told me that I would not 
have been part of their future plans. The 
club took a different decision together 
with the coach," said Dybala.The 
Argentine forward said that he will try to 
do his best in the locker room and help 
his new club win. Dybala said it will be a 
little too soon to talk about the Serie A 
title and he feels there are teams ahead of joined Juventus from Palermo in 2015 and 

AS Roma at the moment.At Juve I earned won five Scudettos and four Coppa Italia 
experience. I'll try to do my best in the locker trophies with the Bianconeri and scored 115 
room as well to help (the team) win and to goals in 293 appearances.
always be positive during difficult 'New Delhi New AS Roma signing Paulo Speaking about his exit from Juventus, as 
moments. It is too soon to talk about the Dybala said that his contract with former quoted by Reuters, Dybala said that it was 
scudetto. At the moment, there are teams club Juventus wasn't renewed as the Serie A not a financial decision to leave the club and 
which are ahead of us, we need to work with giants told him that he would not be part of he had a deal to sign with the Turin-based 
a peace of mind."Everyone likes to win, we their plans moving forward. outfit in October. However, the former 
need to do it match after match and later on Dybala, who completed his free transfer to Scudetto winners then decided to take a U-
we will see where we have arrived," said Roma last week, was presented before the turn on the decision and told him in March 
Dybala.fans on Tuesday. The Argentine forward that he wasn't in the club's plans for the new 

New AS Roma signing Paulo Dybala claims Juventus 
told him he would not be part of plans for new season 'New Delhi Olympic Gold medallist 

Neeraj Chopra has issued a message, 
saying that he is hurt about not being 
able to defend his crown at the 
upcoming Commonwealth Games 
2022.On Tuesday, news broke that 
Chopra will be pulling out of the 
upcoming event due to an injury, 
Considered by many to be a medal 
favorite at CWG, the 24-year-old was 
also supposed to be India's flagbearer at 
the opening ceremony of the event.

In a lengthy statement issued on Twitter, 
the Indian star opened up on the reason 
why he will be missing the event in 
Birmingham and also pinpointed when 
he sustained the injury.

The 24-year-old said that he had been 
feeling uncomfortable after the pull he 
felt in his groin after his fourth throw at 
the World Championships and after 
further investigation in the US, it was 
found that he had sustained a minor 
strain.Chopra said that after further 
discussions with his support staff and 
the Indian Olympic Association, 
Athletics Federation Of India and 
Sports Authority Of India, it was 
decided that it would be best if he skips 
the CWG to avoid risking an 
aggravation of the injury.

The Olympic Gold Medallist went on to 
say that he is hurt at not being able to 
defend his crown at the event and 
disappointed at missing out on the 
chance to become India's flagbearer 
during the opening ceremony.Chopra 
went on to say that he will be focusing 
on his rehabilitation and thanked the 
entire country for the support he has 
received. He went on to urge his fans to 
join him in cheering his fellow Indian 
athletes at the games.Hello everyone, 
I'm extremely disappointed to inform 
you all that I will not be able to represent 
the country at the Commonwealth 
Games in Birmingham. I had been 
feeling uncomfortable after the pull I 
felt in my groin during my fourth throw 
at the World Championships. On having 
it investigated medically yesterday by a 
group of doctors here in the US, a minor 
strain was discovered and I have been 
advised to undergo rehabilitation and 
give it rest for the next few weeks."I 
have discussed this with my support 
team and the IOA, AFI, and SAI's 
CAIMS, and we've collectively decided 
that keeping my long-term goals in 
mind, it would be best for me to skip the 
CWG in order to avoid risking any 
further aggravation of the injury. 
Needless to say, I am hurt about not 
being able to defend my title and 
missing out on another opportunity to 
represent the nation. 

New Delhi Shikhar Dhawan joined an elite the matches was washed out due to rain. 
list of India captains when the visiting team Under Kohli's captaincy, India had beaten 
sealed the ODI series against the West the West Indies 3-1 in 2017 in the West 
Indies after winning the 2nd of the 3-match Indies.None of these victories have been 
series on Sunday in Port of Spain. Dhawan whitewashes but Dhawan-led India can 
became only the 5th India captain after script history if they beat Nicholas Pooran-
Sourav Ganguly, MS Dhoni, Suresh Raina, led West Indies in the final ODI. India are 
and Virat Kohli to lead the team to an ODI leading the series 2-0 as the two teams meet 
series triumph in the Caribbean. in the finale in Trinidad on Wednesday.

Shikhar Dhawan has an opportunity to go one YOUNG INDIA DOMINATE
step further and become the first captain Despite having traveled to the Caribbean with 
from the country to complete a clean sweep a second-string team, the young guns under 
of an ODI series with 3 or more matches in the leadership of Dhawan have managed to 
the West Indies.India had to wait until 2002 handle the pressure to win two close 
to win their first ODI series in the West matches on the trot. India defended 308 in 
Indies when a Sourav Ganguly-led visiting the first ODI by 3 runs after Shikhar 
team defeated the hosts 2-1 in a 3-match Dhawan stepped up with the bat, hitting 97 
ODI series. India then won in 2009 under before Mohammed Siraj successfully 
MS Dhoni's captaincy and defeated the defended 15 runs in the final over.
West Indies once more in 2011 in the India rode on a stunning cameo of 64 from 35 
Caribbean 3-2 under Suresh Raina's balls from Axar Patel to win the 2nd ODI, 
captaincy.Virat Kohli led India to a 2-0 successfully chasing 312 against the West 
victory in a 3-match series wherein one of Indies on Sunday.

India have shown the tendency not to tinker "Arshdeep has the art, and he uses his mind 
with the playing XIs under head coach while bowling. He bowls sensibly and 
Rahul Dravid but having sealed a 2-0 knows how to take wickets. He can be a 
unbeatable lead in the 3-match series, India fantastic option for the Indian team for T20 
might look at giving the players on the World Cup and maybe for Asia Cup as well. 
bench a go on Wednesday.On the batting Asia Cup will be held in Dubai and he can 
front, India have the likes of Ruturaj be successful being a left-arm pacer," 
Gaikwad and Ishan Kishan warming the Kaneria said.
benches but it is unlikely the youngsters WILL JADEJA RETURN?
will get to disturb the opening combination Ravindra Jadeja, India's vice-captain for the 
of Shubman Gill and captain Shikhar series, had missed the first two ODIs. 
Dhawan. Ishan Kishan is a wicketkeeping However, it's still not clear if he will come 
option as well but he is unlikely to replace back into the playing XI for the final match - 
Sanju Samson who has done well lower with India having already sealed the series, 
down the order. The Mumbai Indians star should they risk him ahead of the T20I 
has often batted at the top of the order and stunning international debut when he picked series? And if Jadeja does come back, who 
he might have to wait more for his chances up 2 wickets and bowled a maiden over in will he replace? Axar Patel played a match-
in the ODI set-up.Arshdeep was picked for the first of a 3-match series against England winning knock in the second ODI while 
the 3-match ODIs against England but an earlier this month. However, he was not part Yuzvendra Chahal is the only wrist-spinner 
a b d o m i n a l  s t r a i n  r u l e d  o u t  o f  of the last 2 T20Is as the Punjab pacer wasn't in the squad. Despite an unbeatable lead, 
contention.Having warmed the benches in part of the squad.One of Avesh Khan or India will have to ponder over some tricky 
the first 2 ODIs, the young left-arm pacer Prasidh Krishna might have to make way for questions before the finale.As far as West New Delhi India will look to complete a clean 
will be raring to go and prove his mettle in Arshdeep in the 3rd ODI on Wednesday. Indies is concerned, they have capable sweep of the 3-match ODI series against the 
the longer format of the game. Arshdeep has Playing a left-arm pacer will also give India players but as a unit, they have failed to fire. West Indies when the two teams meet for the 
played 17 List A matches and picked up 21 the option to have more variety in the They depend too much on the individual series decider in Port of Spain, Trinidad on 
wickets so far at an impressive economy bowling attack as they prepare for the brilliance of Shai Hope, Nicholas Pooran, Wednesday, July 27. Despite having 
rate of fewer than 5 runs per over. future.Former Pakistan spinner Danish Rovman Powell, or Romario Shepherd. traveled to the West Indies without the first-

ARSHDEEP SET FOR ODI DEBUT? Kaneria shed light on how Arshdeep Singh More importantly, the team hasn't shown choice stars, Shikhar Dhawan-led young 
can be a key option for India with his left-However, Arshdeep Singh might get a look in resilience to win important moments that side have managed to hold their nerves and 
arm pace in the upcoming major on Wednesday as the left-arm pacer is all set can impact the outcome of the match. outclass West Indies in the first 2 ODIs.
tournaments.to make his ODI debut. Arshdeep made a 

West Indies vs India: Shikhar Dhawan eyes history as 
India look to complete clean sweep of ODI series

Former World Champion Nico 
Rosberg admitted that he was 
pleasantly surprised by 
Mercedes' double podium at 
the French GP.

West Indies vs India: Will Arshdeep Singh 
make ODI debut in ODI series finale?

No one could have foreseen a double podium for Mercedes at 
French GP: Former F1 World Champion Nico Rosberg

Indian boxer Lovlina Borgohain has issued a 
statement thanking the authorities for their 
quick action as her coach Sandhya Gurung 
got accreditation for the upcoming 
Commonwealth Games 2022.

Borgohain shocked the sporting fraternity on 
Monday, 25th July, when she expressed her 
frustrations on Twitter, explaining how 
certain factors have affected her preparation 
for the event in Birmingham.

The 24-year-old alleged mental harassment, 
hindrance in her training and how her 
coaches were being mistreated due to 
internal politics.Borgohain's personal coach, 
Gurung, was denied entry into the Games 
Village as she didn't have accreditation. This 
forced the Indian boxer to issue the statement 
on social media. The authorities quickly 
sprung into action and the issue was resolved 
as Gurung confirmed to ANI on Tuesday that 
she had got the accreditation for the 
event.The Indian boxer has now expressed 
her gratitude on Twitter and praised the 
authorities for their swift action. The 
Olympic Bronze medallist thanked the 
Minister of Sports and Youth Affairs and the 
Department of Sports, Ministry of Youth 
Affairs & Sports and Sports Authority of 
India (SAI) for the prompt and rapid action to 
include her coach's name for Commonwealth 
Games accreditation.The Indian boxer also 
had special praise reserved for SAI and said 
that she is grateful for their constant support 
her training since her youth days.

The 24-year-old ended her statement by 
thanking everyone who helped her and 
extended their support for her during this 
tough period."truly thank @ianuragthakur 
sir and @IndiaSports, and @Media_SAI for 
the prompt and rapid action to Include my 
Coach Sandhya Gurung's name in CWG 
acred. Also grateful for SAl for constant 
support for my training since my youth. 
Thank you once again to all who have truly 
helped me," said Borgohain.

Commonwealth Games 2022: 
Lovlina Borgohain thanks 
authorities after coach gets 
accreditation for CWG

New Delhi  West Indies have failed to win their 
last eight ODIs, but their captain Nicholas 
Pooran insisted that WI are not far away from 
identifying their strengths and putting wins 
on the board."This game keeps teaching us 
different things and I'm just happy that we've 
had that experience. It's difficult to obviously 
lose, I'm disappointed, but that's where the 
learning takes place and as a group, we 
understand that and we know that for a fact, 
that it's our time now."I keep telling winning 
and losing is contagious and at the moment in 
ODI cricket we're losing and we're finding 
ways to lose games, but in terms of the 
confidence level, all the guys are ready for 
the challenge again. We're ready to come out 
there and put our hearts and souls out there 
and perform together as a team," said Pooran 
ahead of the match.Amongst the positives 
for the West Indies in the series they have 
been making 300-plus totals twice, one 
batting second and the other time batting 
first. They will also be delighted that they 
were able to use their full quota of 50 overs 
with the bat on both occasions. Pooran 
believes that a complete team performance 
from the West Indies is around the 
corner.We're just starting to obviously put 
performances together. I don't want to come 
to a conclusion and say our batting is our 
strength or our bowling is our strength. As a 
team we're still figuring it out. We haven't put 
a collective effort together yet, obviously the 
results haven't shown that yet, but the more 
games we play as a unit, we're going to figure 
it out and we're close to crossing the line and 
actually figuring it out what is our strength as 
a team.

Neeraj Chopra issues message after 
pulling out of CWG 2022: Hurt about not 

being able to defend my title

Paulo Dybala has opened 

up on the reason why he 

didn't continue at 

Juventus, saying that the 

Bianconeri told him he 

wasn't part of the club's 

future plans.

WI vs IND | Trying to learn as 
fast as possible: Nicholas 
Pooran says best version of  
West Indies not far away

ZWest Indies vs India: 

India have shown the 

tendency to not tinker 

with their winning XI 

under Rahul Dravid but 

having sealed the ODI 

series, India might test 

their bench strength in 

the finale in Port of Spain 

on Wednesday.

'New Delhi Wimbledon runner-up Nick 
Kyrgios has said that he is gutted to miss out 
on performing at the Atlanta Open, after 
pulling out of the tournament due to an injury 
to his left knee.

Kyrgios was supposed to take on Germany's 
Peter Gojowczyk in his opening round match 
of the ATP 250 hardcourt event in Georgia. 
However, the Australian appeared before the 
evening session crowd and revealed that he 
will be withdrawing from the tournament.

The Australian, as quoted by Reuters, said that 
he felt extremely shattered that he was 
unable to compete in front of the fans. 
Kyrgios also said that he is playing the best 
tennis of his career at the moment all he 
wanted to do was to put on a show for the 
crowd present in the arena.The 27-year-old 
said that he is going to keep his hopes up and 
may continue taking part in doubles Thanasi 
Kokkinakis.

"First of all, I just want to say I'm extremely 
shattered that I'm not able to compete 
tonight.""I've won this tournament once and 
I'm playing probably some of the best tennis 
of my career. All I wanted to do was come out 
here and give you guys a show, but I'm 
unable to give my best performance 
today."I'm just extremely sorry, but I'm going 
to keep my hopes up and may be able to 
continue doubles with Thanasi (Kokkinakis) 
this week," said Kyrgios.

Always something: Wimbledon 
runner-up Nick Kyrgios gutted 
after missing out on Atlanta 
Open
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there.With the increase in New Delhi.One more suspected 
monekypox cases, several patient of monkeypox was 
state governments have taken admitted to Lok Nayak Jai 
cognizance of the matter and Prakash Narayan Hospital 
h a s  t a k e n  p r e v e n t i v e  (LNJP) hospital Delhi on 
measures.Tuesday evening.

According to sources in the The patient has lesions on the skin 
health ministry, surveillance and a high fever similar to the 
will be increased for people symptoms for this virus. 
coming in from countries Sample reports are awaited.
where monkeypox has Till now, India has reported four 
become prevalent.confirmed cases of monkeypox 

The Uttar Pradesh government virus, with one from Delhi and 
on Tuesday ordered the three from Kerala. The first Pradesh's Manali. He was admitted to 

administration to reserve beds for case of monkeypox in Delhi was the hospital with a fever and skin 
monkeypox in Covid-designated reported three days ago (July 24) in a lesions. In the wake of the first case of 
hospitals across the state. Although no patient with no history of foreign monkeypox being reported in the 
monkeypox case has been reported in travel. The patient was also admitted to national capital, the Delhi government 
the state so far.the city's Lok Nayak Jai Prakash has made Lok Nayak Jai Prakash 

Hospital. The WHO declared monkeypox a global (LNJP) Hospital the nodal centre for 
p u b l i c  h e a l t h  e m e rg e n c y  o f  The 34-year-old patient had recently management of the rare viral infection 
international concern on July 23.attended a stag party in Himachal and has started training doctors 

NEWS BOX

Law Minister Kiren Rijiju asks all states 
to set up family courts in every district

Patient with monkeypox symptoms admitted 
to Delhi's LNJP hospital, reports awaited

New Delhi. The defence ministry signed the Medical Technologies Pvt Ltd Saiprasad 
100th contract for defence innovation on Poyarekar. The occasion was graced by 
Tuesday under a framework called Defence Secretary Ajay Kumar and Vice 
“iDEX” that was launched by Prime Chief of Army Staff Lt Gen BS Raju.
Minister Narendra Modi in 2018. Speaking on the occasion, Dr Ajay Kumar 
Innovations for Defence Excellence said, “We are confident that iDEX will 
(iDEX) is the flagship initiative of the make India the biggest Defence Innovation 
Department of Defence Production and it Ecosystem in the world. For this, I would 
was rolled out to encourage start-ups and like to thank the tireless and continuous 
other such entities engaged in defence efforts and support from all the 
innovation. stakeholders, including the Services, the 

The objective of the initiative is that it would start-ups, partner incubators and the iDEX 
provide the platform for co-creation and team.”Till date, iDEX has launched iDEX 
co-development in the Defence sector, and Prime, seven rounds of DISC (including 
would engage start-ups to contribute to the DISC SPRINT) and five rounds of OC, 
defence sector and develop defence and receiving more than 4,000 applications 
aerospace setup in the country. iDEX is from individual innovators, MSMEs and 
being implemented by the Defence start-ups.
Innova t ion  Organ isa t ion  (DIO) ,   More than Rs 250 crore worth of projects 
established under Department of Defence have been allocated and procurement of 14 
Production, Ministry of Defence. items worth over Rs 400 crore have been 

The 100th contract was signed by Additional cleared. iDEX has also been able to 
Secretary (Defence Production) and CEO, generate thousands of jobs and attract 
DIO Sanjay Jaju with CEO of Pacify India’s talent back to the country.

Defence Ministry’s iDEX-DIO 
signs its 100th innovation contract

regarding the lack of family courts in New Delhi. Emphasising that matters 
Bihar, the Law minister assured the that are heard before family courts are 
house that he would take up the matter "sensitive" and need "care", Union 
with the state government as well as Minister for Law and Justice, Kiren 
the chief justice of the high court.Rijiju, on Tuesday informed the 

Parliament that he had "written to all The minister also defended the 
states to ensure" that family courts are amendment required in the Family 
set up in each district with over 10 lakh Courts Act which had initially been 
population. passed in 1984.

The statement was made as the Lok The Act, said Rijiju, had granted power 
of India, the prime minister, and Sabha debated the Family Courts to the states to set up special family 
district judges of all districts in the Amendment Bill, which had been courts. "Only 5 states were left which 
country will be participating in the passed by the Lower house. don't have family courts. Now with this 
conference. "We recently had a act, hopefully there will be no further Defending the bill, Rijiju also gave data 
conference of chief justices of all high issues," said the minister.on the current number of family courts 
courts and the senior judges of the and pending cases.According to the The Lok sabha debate had questioned 
Supreme Court will be considered reply given to the Lok Sabha, at present why the government had decided to 
important issues. This conference will there are 715 family courts in the create a retrospective amendment to 
also deliberate on these issues and the country with 11,49,907 cases pending include the states which created family 
issue of family courts," said Rijiju.as of April 31. The country has 773 courts at a later stage. The Law 

"The disposal of family court cases districts in total. minister pointed out that "thousands of 
requires slow, careful and sensitive cases" would be affected if the "I am telling you the record till May, 
resolution. The government is looking Amendment did not provide legal 69,464 new cases have been 
into how to do this," said Rijiju. legitimacy to the state courts.registered," said Rijiju.

Under the Family Courts Act, the He also emphasized the use of The Minister for Law and Justice also 
responsibility of setting up the special technology and mediation to speed up said that he will be "taking a review" of 
family courts is on the state the resolution of family court cases. the situation later this week during a 
government.In response to a specific "Most family and commercial cases Conference of all District Judges that is 
question by MP Kaushalendra Kumar can be resolved through mediation. scheduled for 30 July. The chief justice 

Akhilesh Yadav's "Political 
Immaturity", Uncle Says On 

"Free To Go" Letter

Supreme Court upholds 
ED's power to arrest in 
money laundering cases

New Delhi. The Supreme Court on Wednesday upheld 
the Enforcement Directorate’s power to inquire, 
arrest and attach property under the Prevention of 
Money Laundering (PMLA) Act.

A bench led by Justice AM Khanwilkar delivered the 
verdict on a batch of petitions challenging the process 
of arrest, seizure and investigation carried out by the 
ED and seeking interpretation of provisions of the 
PMLA.

In its verdict, the bench noted that probe agencies like 
the ED, Serious Fraud Investigation Office (SFIO) 
and Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) are 
not "police", and therefore, statements recorded by 
them during inquiry are valid evidence.

It also specified that it is not mandatory for ED officers 
to disclose the ground of arrest at the time of 
detaining an accused in a money laundering case. The 
court also stated that it is not necessary to give ECIR 
(copy of complaint) to the accused.

The top court upheld the validity of various provisions 
of the PMLA and said that the stringent conditions for 
bail under the Act are legal and not arbitrary. A larger 
seven-judge bench will hear the issue of whether 
amendments could have passed as Money Bill

On Tuesday, iDEX signed its 100th contract in New Delhi with a firm called Pacify Medical Technologies Pvt Ltd.

As the Family Courts Amendment Bill passed Lok Sabha, Union Law Minister Kiren Rijiju asked all states 
to ensure the setting up of family courts in every district.

How Centre tweaked Flag Code to ensure ‘Har 
Ghar Tiranga’ campaign’s success

India 2002 that governs the use, ministries and departments that included households in the country to become part of New Delhi. Unfazed by the Opposition's 
display and hoisting of the national salient features of the Flag Code, including the campaign, knowing that some in remote attacks, the government has intensified 
flag in the country. The amendment the changes made on 30 December, 2021 and areas may not be in a position to do that .”efforts to get more people to join its 
allowed machine-made and polyester FAQs about the making and display of the ‘Har Ghar Tiranga’campaign (hoisting Interestingly, since use and upkeep of the 
flags to be used for the national flag. national flag.of flag in every home) from August 13 national flag is governed by laws, the 
In the notification, the government to 15 to mark Azadi Ka Amrit The Flag Code of India was further amended department of culture is likely to issue a SOP 
had replaced paragraph 1.2 of Part I of Mahotsav. through an order issued on July 20, 2022, for mass collection and recycling of flags 
the Flag Code with “The National tweaking the clause (xi) of paragraph 2.2 of which people may want to give up after Sources in the government said that 
Flag shall be made of hand-spun and Part-II of the Flag Code of India, 2002 to say August 15. A FAQ is likely to be issued starting from August 1, around 500-
handwoven or machine-made, cotton/ that "where the Flag is displayed in open or detailing what people can do.750 top celebrities from different fields 
polyester/ wool/ silk khadi bunting.” displayed on the house of a member of public, will start posting on social media The government is providing a lot of elbow 

A senior official in the Ministry of it may be flown day and night".platforms about their participation in room to the members of the public by 
Culture said, “Khadi flag makers do the campaign and urge people to join With these amendments, a member of the softening the clauses of the Flag Code to 
not have the capacity to meet the huge in. Between August 13-15, these public, a private organisation or an ensure that hoisting the tricolour between 
demand for the flags. The entry of celebrities would post their pictures educational institution is allowed to hoist the August 13-15 doesn’t become a tedious governments and a slew of agencies to ensure 

polyester material flags would ease the with a flag. flag on all days and occasions, ceremonial or exercise or invite legal troubles for the that in the 75th year of independence, the 
situation. This wouldn’t become an otherwise, consistent with dignity and participating households.Prime Minister Narendra Modi had issued a “hoisting of flag by targeted 20 crore 
opportunity for Chinese manufactures as honour of the national flag. Earlier, machine-call for Har Ghar Tiranga campaign under the households becomes symbolic of not only an  The Indian national flag is governed by the 
India is an exporter of polyester and domestic made and polyester flags were not allowed aegis of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav to act of personal connection to the Tiranga but Flag Code of India, 2002 and the Prevention 
manufacturers would be in a position to and it could be displayed from sunrise to encourage people to bring the tricolour home also an embodiment of commitment to of Insults to National Honour Act, 1971 and 
supply the required numbers.” sunset irrespective of weather conditions.and hoist it to mark the 75th year of India’s nation-building”. To meet the unprecedented people “found insulting the national flag” can 

Union home secretary Ajay Bhalla had earlier independence.The Union Ministry of Culture demand for the tricolour, the Centre on A top official in the Ministry of Culture said, face a prison term of up to three years and a 
written a letter to secretaries of all central is coordinating the campaign with state December 30, 2021 changed the Flag Code of “We expect nearly 20 crore of the 26 crore fine for a first offence.

New Delhi. Pragatisheel Samajwadi Party (Lohia) 
chief Shivpal Singh Yadav said Samajwadi Party 
chief Akhilesh Yadav's letter telling him that he is 
"free to go where ever he gets more respect" 
showed his "political immaturity".

Samajwadi Party on Saturday had issued letters to 
Shivpal Singh Yadav and Suheldev Bharatiya 
Samaj Party (SBSP) chief OP Rajbhar stating 
"...You are free to go anywhere you feel you are 
getting more respect."

The development came after Shivpal and OP 
Rajbhar supported the National Democratic 
Alliance's (NDA) presidential candidate 
Droupadi Murmu, who defeated Yashwant Sinha, 
the Opposition nominee also supported by the SP.

This was for the second time that Shivpal has called 
his nephew Akhilesh "politically immature".

Speaking , following the letter Shivpal said that it 
would have been better if authorities have 
removed him from the legislature party.

"I came to know about the letter from the Samajwadi 
Party only through the media. I came to know that 
I have been given official freedom. I think it is 
political immaturity. It would have been better if 
they would have removed me from the legislature 
party and what is the need of this letter because 
according to the Constitution we are all free and it 
seems that all this is irrelevant," he said. Shivpal 
Yadav further said that he left his own party and 
worked hard for Samajwadi Party in the Assembly 
election. Shivpal had contested the Assembly 
polls on Samajwadi Party's ticket and won from 
his traditional Jaswant Nagar seat in Etawah 
district.

Shivpal Singh Yadav severed ties with his nephew in 
2017 and formed his party after in 2018. But 
contested the 2022 Uttar Pradesh assembly 
elections from Jaswantnagar as Samajwadi Party's 
candidate. However, the ties did not seem to last 
for long as both are miffed with each other since 
they faced defeat at the hands of the BJP in the 
Assembly polls.

Talking about the further alliance with another party 
like BJP, he said, "Right now I am preparing and 
strengthening my party. If whenever there is talk 
of any alliance, it will come in front of you. There 
is no bar for alliance anywhere."

Further clarifying on voting for NDA presidential 
candidate in the recently held presidential polls, 
Shivpal said, "I am not invited to the legislature 
party meetings of Samajwadi Party. They never 
asked me to vote for the Opposition candidate. 
Then Chief Minister called me for dinner 
organised for the Presidential candidate. I went 
and openly supported her. If there was any cross-
voting in the election they should investigate it."

Shivpal, however, supported Samajwadi Party 
leader Azam Khan and said, "Azam sahib is a great 
leader, he has always been with us in sorrow and 
happiness and we have raised the issue of the 
minority. There is cross-voting, it has also 
happened from Samajwadi Party, and the party 
should investigate it and find out."Earlier Mr 
Rajbhar announced the end of the alliance with the 
Akhilesh Yadav-led Samajwadi Party.

On Camera, Car Stunt 
Goes Wrong As Driver 
Jumps Over Divider

New Delhi. A viral video showing a car jumping over a 
divider and colliding with a railing in Himachal 
Pradesh's Solan district has caught the attention of 
internet users. The footage of the chilling moment, 
which was recorded by another person driving behind 
the white car, was shared on Twitter by news agency 
ANI. The incident took place when a resident from 
Amritsar tried to perform a stunt while driving 
recklessly on National Highway(NH)-5 in Solan 
district. The video shows the driver speeding with one 
of the front doors open. After a few reckless turns, the 
driver lost control and then hit a divider. The car 
collided with the railing on the side of the road as well 
before coming to a halt. 

According to ANI, the driver was unhurt following the 
accident, although his car suffered damage in the 
failed car stunt. A case has been filed under Section 
279 of IPC in Dharampur Police Station. 

The video has received a lot of comments criticising the 
driver for endangering his own life as well as those of 
other commuters. While one user condemned the 
driver for pulling such an act, another said that he was 
trying to become Vin Diesel's character from Fast and 
Furious. 

“Not only a danger to themselves... but to other road 
users!” wrote one user. “He could have taken so many 
innocent lives by this super moronic decision of 
performing a stunt,” added another. “People should 
learn, what rash driving and stunts can lead to. 
Fortunately, the driver's exit was safe!” said third.

A person with similar symptoms to monkeypox was admitted to LNJP hospital Delhi.
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